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1. INTRODUCTION 
Unless otherwise stated all groups considered are finite soluble. V < G 
is said to be p-normally embedded in G provided a Sylow p-subgroup, VD , 
of V is also a Sylow p-subgroup of some normal subgroup of G. We write 
V-pne-G. In 2 we establish some important properties of p-normally 
embedded subgroups. Our main results include the fact that if V-pfze-G for 
each prime p, then V covers or avoids each chief factor of G, and if W covers 
each chief factor of G that V covers and avoids each chief factor of G that V 
avoids, then V and W are conjugate in G. We also prove that if V-pne-G for 
each prime p, then V is pronormal in G. We conclude 2 by proving that if V 
is nilpotent and V-pne-G for each prime p, then No(V) covers V-central 
V-composition factors of G and avoids V-eccentric V-composition factors 
of G. 
Having obtained these results we proceed in 3 to use them to prove several 
interesting results concerning the &normalizers introduced by Carter and 
Hawkes [4]. The results we obtain here are generalizations of known results 
concerning the system normalizers of A-groups [IO] [12, pp. 756-71 [13]. 
Generalizing Rose [13] we prove that the Ls-normalizers of A-groups are 
p-normally embedded for each prime p. We then conclude that the g- 
normalizers of A-groups are pronormal, and that consequently if D and D* 
are s-normalizers of the A-group, G, both contained in the same g-projector, 
E, of G, then D and D* are conjugate in E. Another application of our results 
on p-normally embedded subgroups is the fact that the g-normalizers of 
A-groups are characterized by their cover-avoidance property. This result 
contains the known result [lo] [12, pp. 756-71 that the system normalizers 
of A-groups are characterized by their cover-avoidance property. 
We also obtain applications to the Fitting classes and injectors introduced 
by Fischer, Gaschiitz, and Hartley [7]. A Fischer class, R, is a Fitting class 
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which satisfies the additional property that G E R, A’< G, N < H < G: 
H/X a p-group for some prime p implies that H E R. In particular a subgroup 
closed Fitting class is also a Fischer class. Fischer [6] and Hartley [9] have 
each shown that if 52 is a Fischer class and 1;’ is a R-injector of the group, G: 
then I’->lzz-G for each prime p. Using this result we prove in 4 that if 8 is 
a Fischer class and G is a group, then the R-injectors of G are characterized 
by their cover-avoidance property. 
Final!y in 5 we prove a theorem establishing the existence of certain 
interesting p-normally embedded subgroups of A-groups. 
Seari>- all of the known results concerning finite soluble groups which 
me will need appear in Huppert tl~, r ? Kapitel VI]. The definition and properties 
of 5-normalizers are given in Carter and Hawkes [4]. The necessary facts 
about Fitting classes and injectors appear in Fischer, Gaschutz, and 
Hartley [7] and in Hartley [9]. 
2. p-Xomit\LLY EMBEDDED SUBGROCPS 
Once again IT-pne-G means that a Sylom p-subgroup, IT3 , of T; is also a 
Sylow p-subgroup of some normal subgroup of G. We will also need the 
concept of pronormality. I/’ < G is pronormal in G if x E G implies that V 
and V” are conjugate in their join, <I.‘! T/r”). It is easy to see that Sylow 
subgroups of normal subgroups are pronormai. We list some elementary 
properties of pronormal subgroups. 
PROPOSITIOZT 2.1 (Rose [ 131). If V is pnormai ilz G, then 
(1) V < L < G ifrzplies V is pronormal ilz L. 
(2) :Y 4 G inzplies KX/N is pronormal ilt G/K. 
(3j X 4 G implies NJ VX) = YG( V)-N~ 
(4) V g< L implies V 4 L. 
We turn now to the properties of p-normally embedded subgroups. 
PRGPOSITIOX 2.2. If V-pne-G and if Na G, t&z 
(1 j V 1~ AT-pne-G. 
(2) V:X~~\i-pne-G,!N. 
(3j V < L < G iuzplies V-pne-L. 
Pro+. Let l7, be a Sylow p-subgroup of 17. Since V-pry-G there exists 
K < G such that V, is Sylow p in K. To prove (1) consider K r? ,Y 4 G. 
V, n 1Y is $-low p in b7 n N. Since V9 n N is also Sylow p in K n X, 
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(1) follows. (2) follows from the observation that VpAr/lV is Sylow p in VN/N 
and in KAr/Na G/N. (3) follows from the fact that VP is Sylow p in 
KnLgL. Q.E.D. 
We come now to the first of our main theorems. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose V < G and that Vv is Sylow p ifa V. Suppose 
further that for each prime p, V, is pronormal in G. Then V is pronormal in G. 
In particular, V-pne-G for each p implies that V is pronormal in G. 
Theorem 2.3 will be the key to our proof that the &normalizers of 
A-groups are pronormal. 
B. Fischer [6] has informed us that Theorem 2.3 is a special case of an 
unpublished theorem of his. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of primes dividing the 
order of V. If V is a p-group we are done by assumption. Assuming that the 
result is true whenever ! V ( is divisible by fewer than r primes, consider the 
case when 1 V i is divisible by exactly r primes. If the result is not true when 
! V 1 is divisible by r primes, we can assume V and G have been chosen so that 
1 G 1 is minimal among all counterexamples. Let N be minimal normal in G. 
Then VAT/N has pronormal Sylow p-subgroups since V did, by 
Proposition 2.1 (2). By the minimality of j G ,, VN/N is pronormal in G/X 
so that VX is pronormal in G. Now we have to show that if x E G, then V 
and Vx are conjugate in J = (V, F). S ince VX is pronormal in G, VN and 
(VNP are conjugate in (VAT, (VNF) = JV. Thus there exists y E J such 
that VgX = FAT. Now if we replac e V by 17s and show that V” and Vx 
are conjugate in (Vu, v”), then we will be done since y E J and ( W, Vx) < J. 
That is, we can assume VA’ = VW. Since N is minimal normal in 6, N is 
a p-group for some prime p. If V is p’, then V and Vx are Hall subgroups of 
J < VN and hence conjugate in 1 as required. Thus we can assume p 1 1 V I. 
Let I,‘,, be Hall p’ in V. Then I/‘,, has pronormal Sylow subgroups for each 
prime since V did, and 1 I’,, , 1 is divisible bv fewer than r primes. Thus V,, 
is pronormal in G by induction. But then -there exists z E (V,, , Vz,) ,( J 
such that Vi, = V$ . Let V, be Sylow p in V. Then V$T is Sylow p in WT. 
Now V, is pronormal in G and subnormal in V,N. By Proposition 2.1, 
V, 4 V,Y. Now (VwW)z and (V$)z are each Sylom p in (VNj” = (VNF. 
Consequently, there exists w E Vt, = V$ < Vz < J such that (VDN)zw’ = 
(V,Wp. Now Vgw and VDz are conjugate pronormal subgroups of G contained 
in ( VpN)“. They must, therefore, be conjugate in (V,N)z. But V, 4 V$7 
implies VP* a (V,IV) and hence we must have Vy = Vgx. Then 
VzM = VzwViw = V,“, VDz = Vz with zw E J = (V, Vz) exactly as desired. 8’ 
Q.E.D. 
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We might point out that Theorem 2.3 is not true without the assumption 
that G is soluble. The simple group, L, of order 168 is known to have two 
distinct conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 24 which are interchanged 
by an outer automorphism [g, p. 2911. Let L* be the automorphism group 
of L. Then L < L*. Xow let V be one of the subgroups of L of order 24 and 
let x be an outer automorphism of L. Then V is net pronormal in L* since 
(V, P) < L but V and VX are not conjugate in L. Yet if VP (p = 2 or 3) is 
Sylom in V, then V, is pronormal in L*. For, if x EL”, then ( V3 : V,>;> < L 
so that V, and VDz are Sylow in (V, , VDej and hence conjugate there. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If V-pne-G for each prime p, then N< G implies 
G = ivo( V q L’$),jT. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 (I), V n AT-pne-G for each prime p. By 
Theorem 2.3, V n N is therefore pronormal in G. Thus if x E G then V r? X, 
(V r\l N)” < N implies there exists y E N such that g-l E No( I:- r‘; N). Then 
x E XojV ? NjM SO that G = A?& V n N)N. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If V-pne-G jbr each prime p, then b’ covers or maids 
each chief factor of G. 
Pro@. Let H,lK be a chief factor of G. By Corollary 2.4, G = HX,( V n H) 
and hence K( V n N) 4 G. It follows that K( V n H) = K or K( V CT H) = H 
so that V covers or avoids H/K. QED. 
We remark that it was not really necessarv to obtain Corollary 2.5 as a 
consequence of Corollary 2.4. It can be seen directly. 
We turn now to our second main theorem. This theorem will have several 
interesting applications. For example, it will be the kev to our proof that the 
g-normalizers of A-groups are characterized by their cover-avoidance 
property. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose V-pne-G for each prime p. If NT < G couet’s 
each chief factor of G that V coz;ers and avoids each chief factoor of G that V 
mmids, then W is conjugate to V iz G. 
Proof. First of all, note that Corollary 2.5 states that B does in fact cover 
or avoid each chief factor of G. 
Sow let VP be Sylow p in V and let WD be Sylow p in W. Since V-pne-G? 
there is some K 4 G such that V, is Sylow p in K. Then V, avoids G/K-. 
Since W has the same cover-avoidance properties as V, V17D avoids G/K. 
Thus Wz, < K. Since IV, and V, have the same order and since V, is Sylow 
in K, V, and Zy, are conjugate. Note too that they are prono-rmal. 
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Now we proceed by induction. Let N be minimal normal in G. By induction 
KV/N and FVN/iV are conjugate in G/N. Thus we may suppose VX = WX. 
Since M is minimal normal in G, N is a p-group for some prime p. Let f/,* 
be a p-complement of V, and W,, a p-complement of W. Then r’,, and WD, 
are p-complements of VAT = WN and hence they are conjugate. \\Te can 
therefore assume that V,, = WV, . Again let V, be Sylow p in V and W7p 
Sylow p in W. Then F7JV and W,N are Sylowp in VN. It follows that there 
exists .?c E V,, = W,? such that (r’$V)” = WJV. Then VDx, t/a < WJV. 
But W9 is pronormal from above. Since W, is also subnormal in W$r, 
Proposition 2.1 implies that Wp g W+YT. Again using pronormality and the 
fact that 17, and Wfl are known to be conjugate, V,% and WD are conjugate in 
W,:V. It follows from W9 4 W,JT that VDz = WD . Nour Vz = I/‘,“V$ = 
(since x E tT9, = W,,) WDWD, = Was desired. Q.E.D. 
VVe turn immediately to the first of several applications of this result. 
Carter [3] informs us that Fischer has generalized Hall’s Theorem on the 
existence of Sylow systems by proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Fischer). For each prime p, let Np 4 G. Then there exists 
IT3 Syloz~ p in ND such that {VD} forms a paikse commuting system. (As a 
consequence V = I-J, V, is a subgroup of G which is p-norma& embedded ill G 
for each prime p.) 
Note that this becomes Hall’s Theorem on the existence of Sylow systems 
if we set AT9 = G for each p. Hall’s Theorem includes the statement that 
any two Sylow systems are conjugate. Using Theorem 2.6 we will now show 
that this is also true of these generalized Sylow systems, IV,}, obtained by 
Fischer. 
THEOREM 2.X. For each prime p, let ND 4 G. As in Fischer’s Theorem 2.7, 
choose V9 Sylow p in IV, so that (I”,> forms a pairwise commuting system, 
a generalized Sylow system. Then, if ( WD> is another generalized Sylow system 
arising from the same set {Nv} f o normal subgroups, there exists x E G szcch that 
for each p, WDz = V, . 
Proof. Let V = n, V, and let W = nI, W, . Then V-pne-G for each 
prime p. Now if H/K is a p-chief factor of G, then V covers H/K- iff V, covers 
H]lk’iff W, covers H/K iff W covers H/K. Thus W covers each chief factor V 
covers and avoids each chief factor V aroids. Theorem 2.6 implies there 
exists u E G such that WU = V. But then { W,u> and {VP} are Sylow systems 
of V and so by Hall’s original theorem there exists v E V such that 
{w;v} = (V,}. Q.E.D. 
As we have already remarked, we will return to Theorem 2.6 to obtain a 
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result concerning @normalizers. In the meantime we continue the study of 
p-normally embedded subgroups and ask if we can say anything about the 
normalizer of a p-normally embedded subgroup. 
Theorem 4 of Carter [2] states that if V is a system normaiizer of the 
A-group, G, then N&V) covers V-central V-composition factors of G and 
avoids V-eccentric V-composition factors of G. Subsequently, Rose [13] 
proved that the system normalizers of A-groups are p-normally embedded 
for each prime p. Motivated by these results we prove 
THEOREM 2.9. If V-pne-G for each prime p, and if V is nilpotent, thez 
NG( V) covers V-central V-composition factors of G and avoids 17-eccentric 
V-composition factors of G. (A V-composition factor of G is a factor, H/K, 
of Gwith KG Hq(i G, V< Arc(H), V < XJK)andsuch that K <L <H, 
V < ATG(L) impliesL = K m L = H.) 
Xote that in the case V = G we are actually dealing with chief factors of G3 
and hence the assumption that V is nilpotent is necessary. We obtain 
Theorem 2.9 as a consequence of two other results. 
PROPOSITIOX 2.10. If V is pronormal in G and ;f H/K is a p-chief factor 
c$ G such that F7/C,(H/K) is a p-group, then NJ V) covers H/K. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i G ;. Suppose i VH ( < i G /. 
Choose Ki such that K = K, < Kl < ... < K, = H with K,,,/Ki p-chief 
in VH. Then using Proposition 2.1 (1) V is pronorma! in VH and? since 
C,(H/K) < Cc7(Ki+,,/Ki), V/C,(Ki+,/Ki) is ap-group for each i. Thus N,(V) 
covers K,+,,‘K, for each i by induction, and hence Nr& V) covers H/K. Then 
so does NG(V). We can therefore assume VH = G. Then VC,(H/K) = G 
and G/C,(H,/K) E V/C,(H/K) is a p-group. It is known that this implies 
GjC,(H/K) = 1. In particular V centralizes H/K. Sow let x E H. Then if 
z’ E V, x-%.wz+ E [x, V] < K so that x-%x E KV. Thus V and Vz < KV 
and since V is pronormal there exists K E K such that xk-r E Xc(V). Then 
H < N&V)K and NG( V) covers H/K as required. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.11. S.uppose V-pne-G for each p and V is nilpotent. If H/K 
is a p-chief factor of G, then NG(V) covers H/K if and only if V/C,(H,!K) is a 
p-group. 
Again, note that the condition, V is nilpotent, is necessary. 
Proof. Since V-pne-G for each p, V is pronormal by Theorem 2.3 and 
hence the implication, V/C,(HjK) a p-group implies XG( V) covers H/K, 
is contained in Proposition 2.10. Thus we need oniy show that XG( V) covers 
E/K implies V/C,(H/K) is a p-group. Assume first that V covers 
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H/K. Then V n H/V n K is V-isomorphic to H/K and since V 
is nilpotent, C,(V n H/V n K) contains every p’ element of V. Then 
V/C,( V n H/V n K) = V/C,(HiK) is a p-group as required. Thus we may 
assume that V avoids H/K. Since M = NJV) covers H/K, N n H/N n K 
is V-isomorphic to H/K. Since V 4 N and Nn Ha N, we have 
[V,iVnH]< Vn(:QnH)=(VnH)nN<NnK since V avoids 
H/K. Thus V = C,(N n H/N n K) = C,(H/K) and V/C,(H/K) = 1 a 
p-group. Q.E.D. 
Rose [13] has shown that the system normalizers of A-groups arep-normally 
embedded for each p. Using this result and Theorem 2.11 we have 
COROLLARY 2.12. If V is a system normalizer of the A-group, G, then 
NG(V) cocers thep-chieffactor H/K of G if and only ;f V/C,(H/K) is ap-group. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2.9. 
Proof. Let H/K be a V-composition factor of G of p-power order. Then 
K < K&Q n H) < H where N = No(V). Since V normalizes K(N n H), 
N must either cover or avoid H/K. Consider VH. H/K is a chief factor of 
VH and so by Theorem 2.11, NVH( V) covers H/K if and only 
if ~‘iC,(H/K) is a p-group. But now V/C,(H/K) = V/V n C,(HiK) s 
VC,(HjK)/C,(H/K) = VH/C,(H/K). Since H/K is a p-chief factor of 
VH, this last group is a p-group only if it =l. Thus NyH( V) covers H/K if 
and only if V centralizes HiK. Since N&V) does either cover or avoid H/K, 
lV,,( V) avoids H/K if and only if H/K is V-eccentric. But then No(V) 
covers H/K if and only if H/K is V-central and avoids H/K if and only if 
H/K is V-eccentric. Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATIOXS TO @NORMALIZERS 
As we have already remarked Rose [13] has shown that the system 
normalizers of A-groups are p-normally embedded for each p. We wish to 
generalize this result to the g-normalizers introduced by Carter and 
Hawkes [4]. We first recall the definition of an &normalizer. Given a saturated 
formation $j containing all nilpotent groups and given a group G, let 
C, = C,(G) denote the intersection of the centralizers of the @central 
p-chief factors of G. Kow let {Sz’} b e a set of p-complements of G, one for 
each prime p dividing 1 G 1, and define D = fi, NG(Sp n C,) to be an 
g-normalizer of G. Since C, 4 G, Nc(SP n C,) has p-power index in G. 
We will use this simple observation and the next two propositions to prove 
that the @normalizers of A-groups arep-normally embedded for eachprimep. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Szlppose G is a p-soluble group z&h an Abelian Sylow 
p-subgroupJ P. Then any subgroup L < G of p-pozwr index is p-normally 
embedded in G. 
Roof. First of all, we note the known resuh that a p-soluble group with 
an Abehan Sylow p-subgroup has p-length 1. 
The proof is by induction on 1 G I. Let K = O,,(G). Since L has p-power 
index, K < L. If K f 1, then L/K has p-power index in GjK and by induc- 
tion L/K-pne-G/K. Then L-pne-G as required. Thus me can assume K = I. 
Since G has p-length 1, this implies P 4 G. Since L has p-power index, _ - 
LP = G. Now P IYL 4 L and since P is abelian, P 1~ L 4 P as well so 
that P r? L 4 G. Since P n L is Sylow p in L, L-pne-G. Q.E.D. 
?ROPOSITIOK 3.2. Suppose G is soluble and that G has p-IeEgth 1. Szippose 
A-pne-G, B-pne-G awl that A and B have relatively prime indices. The?2 
A n B-pne-G. 
ProoJ if O,,(G) f 1, let K be minimal normai in G, K < G,:(G). Since 
A and B haye relatively prime indices either K < A or K < B. Suppose 
K < A. ‘Then AjK-pne-G/K and BI(:‘K-pne-G/K, and hence by induction 
A/K f~ BKIK = (A n B) K/K-pne-G/K. Since K is p’, A n B-pne-G BS 
required. Thus we can assume O,,(G) = 1. Then G has a normal Sylow 
p-subgroup, P. Since A and B have relatively prime indices either P < A 
orP<B.SupposeP<A.Then(BnA),=(BpA)nP=BnP=B,. 
Since B-pne-G, this implies A n B-pne-G as required. Q.E.D. 
Armed with Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we can non: prove 
TZEORJZN 3.3. If g is a saturated formation azd if G is a grwp with an 
Abelian Sylozc p-subgroup, then tke @zormalizers c$ G are p-normally embedded 
in G. 
cOROLL.4RY 3.4. If 8 is a saturated formafio?z and if G is an A-group, 
then the &normalizers of G are p-normally embedded i?z G for each prime p. 
Before proving Theorem 3.3 we note that Ha&es [IO] constructs a group, 
G, with the following properties. G has p-length i for all primes p, and the 
only nonabelian Splow p-subgroup of G is the Sylow 2-subgroup which has 
class 2. The system normalizers of G are p-normaily embedded *A G for 
each p f 2, but they are not 2-normally embedded. Thus the condition 
that G has an abelian Sylowp-subgroup in Theorem 3.3 is actually necessary. 
Proc$ of Theorem 3.3. Each &normalizer of G has the form 
D = n, X,JS* n CJ where No(S* n C,) has q-power index. For 9 f p, 
NG(.!9 n C,)-pne-G since in this case a Sylow p-subgroup of Xo(S’J n C,) 
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is also Sylow in G. But now iVo(SP n C,)-pne-G by Proposition 3.1. Then 
Proposition 3.2 implies that D-pne-G. Q.E.D. 
C-sing Corollary 3.4, me can now generalize some nice results concerning 
the system normalizers of A-groups. In [2], Carter proved that if G is an 
A-group, then each Carter subgroup, E, of G contains a unique system 
normalizer of G. Rose [13] later obtained this result as a consequence of the 
fact that the system normalizers of A-groups are pronormal. Alperin [l] 
proved the much more general result that if G is any finite soluble group, 
and D and D* are system normalizers of G both contained in the same Carter 
subgroup, E, of G, then D and D* are conjugate in E. Tremor Hamkes [lI] 
has recently shown that Alperin’s result does not extend to &normalizers 
and @projectors. However, using Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 3.4 we can 
generalize Carter and Rose and prove, 
THEOREM 3.5. If 5 is a saturated formation, if G is an A-group, and ;f D 
is an $$normalixer of G, then D is pronormal in G. Consequently zf D and D* 
are tzco g-normalakers of G contained in the same B-projector, E, of G, then D 
and D* are conjugate in E. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4, D-pne-G for each prime p. Theorem 2.3 then 
implies that D is pronormal in G. Q.E.D. 
We are able to use Corollary 3.4 again, this time together with Theorem 2.6, 
in order to generalize the known result that the system normalizers of 
A-groups are characterized by their cover-avoidance property [IO] [12, 
pp. 756-71. 
THEOREM 3.6. If $J is a saturated formation and G is an A-group, then the 
@uxmali~ers of G are characterized by their cover-avoidance property. That 
is, zf L < G covers the &xntral chief factors of G and avoids the g-eccentric 
chief factors of G, then L is an @normalizer of G. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 the @normalizers of G are p-normally embedded 
in G for each prime p. The result follows from Theorem 2.6. 
Incidentally, Hawkes [lo] has shown that some restriction such as the 
restriction to A-groups is necessary. We’ve mentioned his example once 
before. Again, it is a group of p-length 1 for each p, whose Sylowp-subgroups 
are Abelian for p f 2, and whose Sylow 2-subgroups are of class 2. The 
system normalizers of this group are not characterized by their cover- 
avoidance property. 
In closing this section we remark that it can be shown that the class of 
groups whose &normalizers are p-normally embedded for each p is a 
formation. Clearly this formation contains 3 itself, and by Corollary 3.4 it 
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contains all A-groups as weil. The conclusions of Theorem 3.5 and 3.6 held 
in this slightly extended setting. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO FITTING CLASSES 
We now obtain some appiications of the results of 2 to the Fitting classes 
and injectors introduced by Fischer, Gaschiitz and Hart!ey [7]. Once again 
a Fischer class, !A, is a Fitting class which satisfies the additional property 
that G f 9, X 4 G, <N < H < G, H/N a p-group for some prime p 
implies HE R. Again Fischer [6] and Hartley [9] have each shown that if R 
is a Fischer class and V is a R-injector of the group, G, then V-pne-G for 
each prime pi Using this fact and Theorem 2.6, u-e have 
THEOREM 4.1. If K is a Fischer class then the R-injectors are characterized 
by their cmxr-avoidance property. That is, if V is a &injector of G, and W 
covers each chief factor of G that V coz’ers and acoids each chief factor of G 
that V avoids then W is a 5%injector of G. 
We do not know whether Theorem 4.1 holds if fi is an arbitrary Fitting 
class. Since Dark [5] has shown that in general R-injectors need not be p- 
normally embedded, Theorem 2.6 is of little help in proving the more general 
result. However Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 do provide a step toward 
the more generai result. 
PRO~OSITIOX 4.2. Suppose G has p-length 1, and that V < G has the 
property that V n N is pronormal in G fop each ,Y 2 G. Then V-pne-G. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on / G ,. Let R be minimal normal in G. 
By induction VRIR-pne-G/R. If R is p’, this implies V-pne-G and we are 
done. Thus we can assume O,(G) = 1 and hence that G has a normal 
Sylow p-subgroup, P. By assumption V n P is pronormal in G. Since 
V n P << P 2 G, Proposition 2.1 implies V9 = V ,CJ P % G and V-pne-G 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. If 5% is a Fit&g class and G is a group zchich has p-length I 
for each prime p, then the &injectors of G are characterized by their cocw- 
avoidance property. 
Proof. Let V be a g-injector of G and let M g G. Tnen V n X is a 
R-injector of A’ and so is (V n A;>” for any x E G. But then V fl X and 
(V n K)” are also &injectors of their join. Consequently V n N and 
(V n N)” are conjugate in their join so that V n N is pronormai in G. 
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Proposition 4.2 implies V-pne-G for eachp and hence Theorem 2.6 completes 
the proof. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with the following application of Theorems 2.9 
and 2.11. 
THE~REW 4.4. Suppose fi is a Fischer class and G is a group with %- 
injector V. Then if V is nilpotent 
(1) N,(V) covers the p-chief factor H/K of G if and only if V/C,(H/K) 
is a p-group. 
(2) No(V) covers V-central V-composition factors of G and avoids V- 
eccentric V-composition-factors of G. 
In particular, (1) and (2) hold if G is any finite soluble group and V is an 
‘%-injector of G. Here R is the Fischer class consisting of all finite nilpotent 
groups. 
Proof. As we have already remarked, Fischer [6] and Hartley [9] have 
shown that V-pne-G for each p. Theorems 2.9 and 2.11 complete the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
5. p-KORMALLY EMBEDDED SUBGROUPS OF L4!-G~~~~~ 
This section is devoted to proving the following theorem establishing the 
existence of certain p-normally embedded subgroups in A-groups. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose G is an A-group and suppose (*) G > *a. > 1 
is a chief series of G. Suppose {HJKi}, 1 < i < s is a subset of the chief factors 
occurring in (*). Then there exists L < G such that 
(1) L has index n:=, 1 H,,/K, 1. 
(2) L-pne-G for each prime p. 
(3) L is pronormal in G. 
(4) L covers or avoids each chief factor of G. 
(5) If L* covers the chief j-actors of G that L covers and avoids the chief 
factors of G that L avoids, then L and L* are conjugate. 
Sate that (3), (4), and (5) will follow from (2) using Theorem 2.3, 
Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 2.6. Consequently vve need only concern our- 
selves with proving (1) and (2). Ob serve also that in lieu of (1) we could just 
as well have written L has order niL, 1 HJK$ I. 
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We obtain 5.1 as a consequence of 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose G is a p-soluble group e&h az Abelian Sylow 
p-subgroup? P. Suppose (*) G > .a. > 1 is a chief series of G and suppose 
{Hi/f&j, 1 < i < s is a subset of the p-chief-factors occzming in (“1. Then there 
exikts a subgroup L of G of index JJf=, 1 H,jK, ]. 
Note that Proposition 3.1 implies that any such L is p-normally embedded 
in G. 
The following example show that the assumption that P is -behan is 
necessary. Let Q by the quaternion group of order 8. Q has an automorphism; 
x, of order 3 which acts . u-re uci d ‘bl y on Q/Z(Q). Let G be the semi-direct 
product of Q and X. Then G is 2-soluble of 2-length 1 and Z(Q) is a chief factor 
of G of order 2. But G has no subgroup of index 2, for if L < G had index 21 
then L n Q would be a normal subgroup of G of order 4. EM this cannot 
happen since E does not normalize any subgroups of order 4. 
Proqf oj Theorem 5.2. The proof is by induction on / G :. Let K = O,(G). 
Set Hi*/KiF = H.&jK,K. Then Hi*/Ki* is a chief factor of G/K. Since 
{Hi*/Ki*:$ 1 < i < s is a subset of the p-chief factors occurring in some 
chief series of G/K, if K f 1, induction implies there exists L/K < G/K 
with L/K of index nlsl j H,*/K,* I. Then L has index n:zl \ H,“j,k--* j = 
nb, ( Hi/K, i as desired. Thus we can assume K = O,,(G) = 1 and since 
G has p-length 1, P g G. Let .Ai be minimal normal in G. If N avoids each 
HJK, , 1 < i < s, then we can proceed as before, setting H,*IK,* = 
H.&N/KiN. Thus we can assume N covers precisely one of the Hi/Kf , say 
HI/K,. In this case, set H,*jK,* = H,N/K.,;%‘, 2 < 2’ < s. Then by induc- 
tion G/N has a subgroup L,/N of index ntz I H,*jK,* j = niCz ! Hi/K, ;. 
sow if Lr < G, then by considering a chief series of L, which passes through 
;V and by using induction, we can conclude that Lr has a subgroup, L, of 
index / N ! -= I HI/K1 j. Then L has index ~~~=, j Hg/Kb I as desired, Xow, 
if L, = G, then s = 1 and we can assume N = HJK, . We need to show 
there exists L of index 1 N /. Now, if N is not the unique minimal normal 
subgroup of G; let R be minimal normal in G, R + A7 and consider G/R. 
Since N avoids R we can complete the proof by induction. Thus we can 
assume 1V is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G. Now P 4 G, and 
hence P is complemented by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem. Let H be 
a p-complement. Then H is a p/-group acting on P and N is an H-invariant 
subgroup of P. sow consider ,&(P). (If P is a $-group, Q!,(P) denotes the 
subgroup of P generated by its elements of order dividing p”.) -Ql(P> is 
H-invariant and elementary Aloelian. Xow M < -&(P) and by Maschke’s 
Theorem there exists M such that M is H-invariant and 52,(P) = N @ M. 
Since P is abelian, :vI G G so that A4 = 1 and N = Q,(P). Now Lemma 5.1 
of Taunt [14] implies that P can be expressed as the direct product of homo- 
cyclic H-invariant subgroups. Since N is unique minimal normal in G, P is 
not the direct product of H-invariant subgroups, and consequently P itself 
is homocyclic. Assume P is of type (p”, $ii;lies , p”) and order prs. In this 
case ;\I’ = &2,(P) has order ps. Consider Q&P). Qk-,(P) is H-invariant, 
hence normal in G. Moreover, [P : I~~-~(P)] = ps. Thus L = HJ2,-,(P) 
has index ps = / N 1 as desired. Q.E.D. 
Using Theorem 5.2, we can prove Theorem 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let d, denote the product of the orders of the 
p-chief factors occurring in {H.JK,), 1 < i < s. Theorem 5.2 implies there 
exists L, < G of index d, . Proposition 3.1 implies L,-pne-G. Since L, has 
p-power index, LB-qne-G for each q + p. Set L = n, L, . Since any two 
Lp’s have relatively prime indices, L has index the product of their indices, 
namely I&, d, = n;=, 1 Hi/K, I. Finally, using Proposition 3.2, L-pne-G 
for each prime p and we are done. Q.E.D. 
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